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I am the oldest of 5 children. I married my high
school sweetheart 34 years ago on April Fool’s Day.
My husband was in the Navy and we moved 8 times
in 7 1/2 years. We have 3 children, Jeffrey, Jeremy and
Jessica and all 3 were born in different states.

We settled back to our stomping grounds, St. Charles,
Mo. and our life was blessed with good health, love
and happiness. Of course it wasn’t perfect like Leave
it to Beaver. I was not June and Jeff was not Ward. It
reminded me more of Dennis the Menace. Our Jeffrey
gave us a lot of gray hairs. Jeffrey loved life and was so
free spirited. In fact he was so free spirited I had to put
a sign above the toilet, if you sprinkle when you tinkle
be a sweetie wipe the seatie.
Jeffrey enjoyed many things from Soccer, hunting, to
country line dancing. Every Sunday night we would
put our country western attire on and head on over
to Cactus Moon for family night. Jeffrey was quite
the line dancer. He was very protective of Lil Sis. She
never got to do the stationary ChaCha with any young
cowboy, as Jeffrey was just a few steps away.
His laugh was contagious and such a comedian at
times. When he turned 16 he got is first job, outside

By the age of 23 he completed the schooling and
had mastered the skill-sets needed for anyone
of 3 different careers. Firefighter, carpentry, and
commercial flooring.

It was at this age he announced he was going to be a
Dad. I will never forget the look on his face. I was taken
back but nonetheless he was beaming. He couldn’t
wait to be called Daddy by his little munchkin.
After a few years he and his girlfriend’s relationship
failed, this was not his plan. All we could do was
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e are the parents whose children have died. We are the
grandparents who have buried grandchildren. We are the
siblings whose brothers and sisters no longer walk with us
through life. We come together as BP/USA to provide a haven where
all bereaved families can meet and share our grief journeys. We attend
monthly gatherings whenever we can and for as long as we believe
necessary. We share our fears, confusions, anger, guilt, frustrations,
emptiness and feelings of hopelessness so that hope can be found
anew. As we accept, support, comfort and encourage each other,
we demonstrate to each other that survival is possible. Together we
celebrate the lives of our children, share the joys and triumphs as well
as the love that will never fade. Together we learn how little it matters
where we live, what our color or our affluence is or what faith we
uphold as we confront the tragedies of our children’s deaths. Together,
strengthened by the bonds we forge at our gatherings, we offer what
we have learned to each other and to every more recently bereaved
family. We are the Bereaved Parents of the USA. We welcome you.

You and I have a very strange greeting: I am so very
very happy to know you and so very sad that I have
too. But without this family here in this room you and
I could be lost forever and we have been found by each
other.

Our teenage years with Jeffrey were by no means
boring. In fact I remember his junior year he rode
the bus back to school after a soccer game. He
thought it would be funny to moon one of his friends
as they drove by. It was too funny until the next day:
I got phone call from the principal and had to meet
with him. I found out and so did Jeffrey, it wasn’t his
friend, it was a mother. Jeffrey admitted to his actions
but stated he didn’t understand what the fuss was all
about. Everyone had one... a crack down the middle
and 2 cheeks on the side. I was a little embarrassed.
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Thank you, good afternoon and welcome to the 29th
annual St. Louis Chapter Bereaved Parent candlelight
ceremony. Let me introduce to you our son Jeffrey
Wayne Morris. Jeffrey everyone...Everyone Jeffrey!
If you knew Jeffrey you would understand that
introduction. Everything around our house was a
quote from movies. This intro was from “Scrooged”.
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Couple

THE RECOVERING BEREAVED PARENT

the family business of Triple J Lawn Care, to Dino
the Dinosaur at the local pizza place. I think he got
a kick out of interacting with the kids behind the
costume.
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care for his dog while
he prepared for his life as a single
Dad. I prayed to the higher power
let him be happy give me his pain.
Little did I know just how much
pain he was in and what type of
pain I was about to endure. On
Sept. 2, 2004 Jeffrey was killed in
a motorcycle accident. My prayer
was answered. He was no longer
in pain and I endured pain beyond
my comprehension.

What I also learned on this journey
was the four R’s by Gloria Horsley.
RESTITUTION...RECONCILIATION...
REALITY...REUNION.

contemplation and grief work I
have come to accept that his 25
years was a full life for him. When
I kept arguing with the reality I lost
every time. Reality is where I found
peace and possibility.

Last the Reunion: Once I had
accepted the reality of Jeffrey’s
The Restitution: I could not let death it is time to move into the
him go. Every fiber in my body was process related to reunion. This
in denial. I didn’t want to accept the means not only taking Jeffrey into
fact that I was living in a changed my new life and continuing my
worked and I was a changed bond but also coming back to the
person. I was finally forced to come new me. There are different areas of
to terms with the fact that Jeffrey personal growth after the death of
was not coming back.
a child.
The Reconciliation: I was
One is a sense of personal
looking for goals related to the
strength (I am stronger than I
loss that I thought were worthy
thought I was)
of pursuing. My hope was to
settle visitation rights to see our
Second is the recognition
grandson. It made me feel more in
there are new possibilities
control and dampen my anger. The
or opportunities.(I wouldn’t
result was not what I was looking
have recognized this
for that healed me from my grief.
opportunity before taking my
In the end goals of reconciliation
life on a new path)
must give way to reality if I was to
live a full happy and satisfying life
Third is a deeper relationship
again.
with others.

The Reality: This was a tough one
for me...but it was necessary for
my healing and it is a life changer.
I was at a point where I had given
up on the idea that I can reclaim
my old life. I was tired of anger
and resentment causing health
issues... I was weary of my own
stories of how and why Jeffrey died.
I was beginning to feel that there
must be more to life. In order for
I reached out by starting a couple me to fully heal it was necessary
support groups in our area. In 2009 to embrace the reality and stop
we brought the Angel of Hope to second guessing why things have
Lincoln County. We do workshops happened, pointing fingers and
for the National Gathering and I assigning blame. The reality is
am the St. Louis Chapter Leader. that Jeffrey died and after much

Meeting Times and Places
BOWLING GREEN Group
(3rd Thursday, 7-9 PM)
Prairie Edge Garden Center,
18011 Business 161 S.
Bowling Green, MO 63334
Fac: Bill & Vicki Lagemann
(573)242-3632

Bowling Green’s Sibling GROUP

(Meet time same as Bowling Green)
Fac: Wendy Koch (573)822-6123

ST. PETERS /St. Charles Group
(February 13, 7:00 PM)
Knights of Columbus Hall
5701 Hwy N, Cottleville MO
Fac: Mike & Jeanne Francisco
(636) 947–9403

TROY, MO Group
(2nd Tuesday, 7 PM)
Ingersoll Chapel in Troy
211 Boone Street
Troy, MO 63379
Fac: Cindy Morris (636)462–9961

Fourth is a greater appreciation
of life. Both the value of life
and how precious it is.
Fifth the spiritual
development.

There are many creative ideas as
there are people. I know that as your
healing continues you will think of
ways to integrate your child into
your life and identify your ideas of
post traumatic growth.
You may use the Four R’s to free
yourself up from goals that don’t
have a pathway for Peace. Energize
yourself with goals that will again

Parents of Murdered Children:
Meetings: 3rd Tues 7:30 p.m.

St Alexius Hospital
3933 S Broadway
Mata Weber (618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann
(314) 487-8989

LIFE CRISIS CENTER:
(Survivors of Suicide)

2650 Olive St,
St. Louis, MO 63103
Meetings: Weds 7:00 p.m.
(314) 647-3100

Business • Facilitators

MEETING
March 9, a Saturday @ 9:00 AM

BJC Hospital - St. Peters
10 Hospital Drive
Room A/B
St. Peters, MO 63376

All are welcome!

WEST COUNTY Group

Call: Cindy Morris

(4th Tuesday, 7 PM)
Shaare Emeth Congregation,
11645 Ladue (Ballas & Ladue)
St. Louis MO 63141
Facs:Jacque Glaeser
(636)394-3122
Arlene Thomason
(314) 401–2510

(636) 462–9961

Tri-County Chapter
(2nd Thursday)
First Baptist Church
402 North Missouri St
Potosi, MO 63664
Fac: Brenda Wilson
(573)438-4559

Crestwood Group

(2nd Tues. of month, 7:00pm)
Chads Coalition Building
(Formerly Montgomery Bank)
180 Crestwood Plaza.
(9200 Watson Rd.)
St. Louis, Mo. 63126
FAC: Sandy Curran
(314)518-2302
skc4pets@gmail.com

JEFFERSON COUNTY Group
(1st Thursday, 7 PM)
St Rose Catholic Church,
Miller & 3rd St
Desoto, MO
Fac: Ginny Kamp
(636)586-8559

P.A.L.S. (Parents affected by

the loss of a child by suicide)
4th Sat at 10:30 a.m.
St Lukes Hospital (141 & 40)
St. Louis, MO
*Linda Ferhmann
(314) 853-7925

Survivors of Suicide

Baue Funeral Home
620 Jefferson Street
St. Charles, Mo 63301
1st & 3rd Monday
*LF (314) 853-7925
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GRASP:(Grief Relief After.

Substance Passing)
Sundays at 700pm
Harris House
8327 Broadway 63111
MaryAnn Lemonds
(314) 330-7586
malemonds@gmail.com

Open Arms* Parents Left Behind
4355 Butler Hill Rd
Fac: Kathy Myers
(636)343-5262

Bereaved Parents USA

www.bpusastl.org

I walked around in a daze: Shock
as the professionals called it. My
emotions were running in so
many different directions. I was
sick literally. I was 13 months into
my journey before I found the
Bereaved Parent organization. I
walked into a room and found more
people than I imagined. There was
laughter, gifts and food. I was so
confused. These people must not
have loved their child like I did. All
this celebration. As I sat through
all the introductions I heard people
say they were 6 years into their
journey and I thought 6 years I can
not do this for 6 years. I started
reading books from the library they
provided me and I went to National
Gatherings and recognized I could
not do this by myself. I embraced
all the knowledge people were
giving me. I took what helped me
and left other things in the trash.
I learned I wasn’t going crazy and
hanging out with my new friends
was comforting. As a part of my
journey I decided to give back.

I was trying to navigate my way
through grief by asking something
good out of something so bad.

ADDITIONAL MEETINGS

www.bpusast l .org
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—Bill Ermatinger, Baltimore, MD
lovingly reprinted fromTFC's Quad City 2008 Newsletter

G

eorge Washington was a special
person to our nation. So, too, were
Christopher Columbus, Abraham
Lincoln and Martin Luther King.

In our country, we recognize these and other special
people with specific days set aside for us to honor
their lives and memories. Official events are
held, and most of us usually do something
different from our daily routine. Often
we do something extra special and
traditional.
Within a few years after Kathy’s
death, I decided that I would
set aside a special day for us to
honor her life and memory. I
chose the anniversary of her
death.

It was a day I already would be
thinking about her in a special
way. Over the years, the day has
acquired a certain tradition. If it is a

workday, I take the day off.

In the morning, I visit her grave and talk to her – kind
of bring her up to date on what has happened and
what I am doing. Then for the rest of the day, I do
something special.

One year I went to the seashore and walked on the
beach. Other years I have gone to a museum of art
gallery. When I was single, I usually
was alone – now my wife (even
though she never knew
Kathy) joins me. We
celebrate
Kathy’s
life and memory. I
don’t expect the
world to join in
this celebration,
but neither will
I let the year be
complete without
this special day
being
included
in the calendar of
hearts.

Security in a relationship lies neither in looking back to what it was,
nor forward to what it might be,
but living in the present and accepting it as it is now.
—Anne Morrow Lindberghs

I step away and
give you PEACE.

(Serenity, inner contentment,
freedom from
oppressive thoughts or emotions)

JEFFREY EVERYONE...
EVERYONE JEFFREY
Now for my husband:
Good Afternoon. Eight 8 years
ago I never thought I would say
that again, “GOOD” afternoon.
My name is Jeff Morris and my
son Jeffrey and I welcome you here
today. We would like to share events
and information gathered in the
last 8 years that we believe could
help you and it can all be summed
up in one word. We are not sure
we want to tell you all what that
word is just yet, because we know
that if we do some of you will turn
us off like a switch and our goal is
to get our message to ALL of you.
Let me see if we can guess what
some of your words are right now.
We are pretty sure your s will be
“LESS” than ideal, although very
fitting under the circumstances, so
her goes - how about senseLESS,
pointLESS, useLESS, hopeLESS
and endLESS....which or more
or LESS normal. I won’t stand
here and claim to understand the
scenario that unfolded to cause your
loss because each of those and the
thoughts and emotions they evoke
are uniquely individual. That is a
part of what “they” call complicated

Getting back to the point, we know
everyone in this room has lost a
son, daughter , sibling , grandchild
or close friend. How they died, how
they live, and what we thought their
future held for them prior to this is
irrelevant to how WE survive from
this day forward.
Thanks to my wife, who is in my
eyes the matriarch of the Bereaved
Parent Organization in our area, I
have learned a few things in the last
8 years.

Speaking with literally hundreds
of bereaved parents at the national
gatherings, local meetings and
seminars each year I realized
that even though we were all at
different stages of grief from raw
to 20+ years, we still shared many
of the same thoughts and feelings
as we heal. I’ve also found that
these ever changing thoughts
and emotions don’t seem to have
a schedule, with the possible
exception of early grief. So sorry to
say if you’ve been reading the books
that break down the stages of grief,
and you’re wanting to plan for the
next one (assuming you’re one of
the lucky ones who has actually
been able to figure out which stage
you’re currently in) you’re gonna
have to leave your calendar open,
because it’s like CRAP ...IT JUST
HAPPENS! You wake up one day
maybe a month or so later and
realize your a little farther down

the road. Yee Freakin Haa!!!! Glad
I’m done with that one!

During our early grief most of
us felt it was senseLESS loss
of a wonderful child. It seemed
pointLESS to try and function in
society again. We felt useLESS,
without purpose, and hopeLESS:
all is list. We can’t bring them back
and this pain is endLESS. For those
of you I have just described, my
heart is heavy knowing your pain.
I can only tell you that when I was
where you are my only 2 thoughts
for the day-every day- were....put
one foot in front of the other, and
(I can still hear myself saying this
to my wife like it was yesterday)
“I have to become a better person
because of this, it can’t be for
nothing.”

Looking back on it now I think
being a father was the driving force
behind that kind of thinking. I”m
the DAD: I fix things. That’s just
what we do right? When everything
really goes to hell in a hand basket
and neither Mom, their friends,
teachers, or a long list of people
that will now turn to Armageddon
if it doesn’t get fixed by tomorrow
morning, exist. and then we fix
it. It’s like magic, especially to
the wives who once again had
stated thinking we were uncaring,
incapable, and uncouth, and to our
kids wh have now managed once
again to get out of a mess that they
created, we look like the Hero.
But this time I couldn’t fix it and I
knew it.
SO WHAT WAS LEFT FOR
ME TO FIX??? ME!!!!
There was No way for me to see this
then but I see it now. You can’t

Bereaved Parents USA
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The only real security is not
in owning or possessing, not in demanding or expecting,
not in hoping, even.

fill you up and drive grief. Don’t ask me who “they” are,
you to make the world a better place because I don’t know. Every time I
in the name of what you lost.
hear it the teller says they heard it
from someone else. So it seems like
DO IT YOURSELF AND TEACH THE WORLD
you never quite discover the true
identity of the mysterious group of
people.

www.bpusast l .org
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Infant & Toddler

Pregnancy &
Infant Loss

Page

— lifted with love and thanks from the Verudugo Hills Chapter
TCF's home page at www.tcf-verdugo.org

I

n our society we avoid talking about death. The death
of a baby is even more hidden because it so violates
our expectations. A difficult challenge for many of us
is society’s refusal to acknowledge that the loss of an
unborn or newly born child is the loss of a unique individual.
The fact that our babies were in the womb or in our arms for
such a little while adds to the pain and isolation of losing a
child.
However or whenever it occurs, a baby’s death is a profound
loss, and one of the most painful and traumatic experiences a
parent will confront in a lifetime. Our attachment can begin
before conception. When we lose a child, our hopes and
dreams for the child have already become a part of our life.
The loss of a child, regardless of gestational age, is a loss of
part of our future.
Memories, so important for the bereaved, allow us to
experience a more gradual good-bye. When a child dies before
or shortly after birth, we have precious few memories. Our
child is gone and we have very little evidence that he or she
every really existed. This abrupt hello-good-bye relationship
makes grieving very complex and painful.

Although nothing can take away the pain, it may be helpful
to know what others have experienced or found comforting as
they struggled to deal with the intense grief that followed the
death of their child. As we travel this path, it may be helpful to
seek out those who are supportive in helping us cope with the
loss of our babies. May we reach out and comfort one another
on this journey.

I wish you could let us know,
that you are no longer in pain.

Let us know an angel was
comforting you,
when you knew your life could not
be saved.

You meant so much to us all,
and yet none of us were able to save
you.
We hope your moment of fear
soon gave way,
to love, to peace,
to warmth.
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Is your gentle spirit unharmed?
Are you running, prancing,
free now?

And have our broken hearts
allowed you…
to flourish, unburdened,
in your new home?

But here we remain with these
questions,
haunted individuals,
we are.
We would never
blame you for what taunts us,
but we wish– we wish–
there were signs.

I wish you could let us know,
that you are no longer in pain.

For we hope for nothing more…
than to feel the warmth of your
smile
again one day.

—Lifted from Andrew McNess, Co-editor TCF Brothers & Sisters
Newsletter Friends Vic Inc

Bereaved Parents USA
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Unfortunately, many friends and relatives do not recognize
the depth of the loss of an unborn or newly born child.
Acquaintances may never have seen the baby and find it
difficult to imagine our grief over a child we have never seen
or perhaps held only briefly. Because so few people actually
knew our child, our grief may be even more isolating.

We Hope You Are Okay…

www.bpusast l .org
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Telephone Friends
BPUSA (we no longer have a telephone
hotline) to contact us, please
email ...................... bpusastl@gmail.com
Accident, Automobile:
Katie VerHagen ...............(314) 576-5018

“People
need an opportunity
to hurt out loud.”

help anyone else
if yo don’t help yourself first. I was
a wreck filled with anger, regret,
and pain that burned in my gut so
badly, that at times I couldn’t even
stand. I would collapse in a corner
clinging onto my son’s personal
belongings, hopelessly sobbing

(Mekom Hanekama)

Accident, Non Vehicular:
Bill Lagemann .................(573) 242-3632
Adult Sibling:
Mark VerHagen............... (314) 726-5300
Drugs or Alcohol:
Patrick Dodd....................(314) 575-4178
Grandparent:
Margaret Gerner............. (636) 978-2368
Child with Disability:

Lois Brockmeyer........ (314) 843-8391
Illness, Short Term:
Jean & Art Taylor ............(314) 725-2412
Illinois Contact:
Barb Blanton...................(314)-303-8973
Jefferson County Contact:
Sandy Brungardt ............ (314) 954–2410

Butch Hartmann............. (314) 487-8989
Only Child:
Mary Murphy...................(314) 822-7448
Suicide:
Sandy Curran.................. (314) 518-2302
Single Parent:
Mary Murphy .................(314) 822-7448

—Shirley Ottman, from “Butterflies are Free”

like a child completely unable to
function. How was I ever going to
take care of the rest of my family?
I still had two children and a wife
that meant the world to me. They
are going to need me to be there for
them again one day. What if I’m
not able? that can’t be an option:
I’d better fix ME.

It’s like the human body once an
injury or illness becomes too severe
it will start restricting blood flow
to the extremities to preserve the
heart and brain. Once these are safe
it will return the blood flow and you
are functioning again - maybe not
without some collateral damage,
but functioning nonetheless.

So by now if you’re still paying
attention you should be starting
to figure out why it has taken me
so long to get from sitting there,
to standing her. Once the bubble
broke I started waling the path
from there to her. The bubble, as
I call it, was a place I was in after
Jeff first died. I felt as though I
was completely removed form the
rest of the world. Literally, when
someone talked to sounded as
though they we miles away, whether
they were talking to me or someone
else, I’m sure someone much
smarter than me has come up with
a name for that. Maybe something
like “Psychogenic Traumatic
Seperational Shock or may be it’s
a syndrome (seems there’s never
a shortage of these things) like
Acute Cranial Depressive Attack
Syndrome. “Whatever” !!!! I just

didn’t give a crap so I turned the
world off for awhile.

When I woke up at some point
and realize I wasn’t in the bubble
anymore, it was a little scary and I
actually wanted to go back in. But
that couldn’t happen because there
are no doors on a bubble, kind of
like the butterfly. It can’t mature
and grow until it breaks free
from the Pupa. Key word in this
sentence is “breaks”. The bubble
must be broken for you to get out
and if it’s broken then there is no
bubble left to get back into, like the
butterfly and the Pupa. The moral
to this short story is simple. If you
want to get out of the Poop you’re
gonna have to start flying. From
that point on I attempted to do
just that. I guess that part of the
journey could be best described as
Pain and Setbacks with scattered
moments of Progress. Probably
weren’t breaking any speed healing
records then but it was more than I
was accomplishing in the bubble.

The things that help
people move forward
are all very different.
Helpful to one
may be hurtful
to another.

The things that help people move
forward are all very different.
Helpful to one may be hurtful to
another. It depends on so many
different thins, not the least
of which ar the circumstances
surrounding our loss that few
people can understand. That
would be the complicated grief

Bereaved Parents USA
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Murder:
Mata Weber.....................(618) 972-0429

I took my grandson to see the new
kid’s movie, “Wreck it Ralph”.
What an accurate description of
what was going on in my head. I
had a “Mr. Fix It” on one side and
a “Wreck It Ralph” on the other,
and I could never be sure who was
going to show up that day if anyone
showed up at all. There were a lot
of days neither of them showed up
and left me with a blank stare on
my face incapable of managing a
single thought.

After
My Daughter’s
Death
It’s not that
tragic loss of life
in time
will make me
strong; it’s love,
which I accept
and give,
that carries me along.
It’s not that all
the pain I feel
will ever cease to be;
it’s love,
which lives and grows
and is,
that heals
and
strengthens me.

So I’m sure that is what I did, albeit
may be not with the well-thoughtout rationale that i just described.
The biggest part of me was on
autopilot trying to fix something
again, while there was a smaller
but still significant part of me that
was most surely trying to do the
opposite. It was a battle in my head
to say the least.

www.bpusast l .org
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M ark your c alendar
 Workshop -

March 23, 2013 at The Machinists Hall

 2013 National Gathering
6

July 25–26, 2013 Sacramento,
California

Honor your Child  

Support

.

The St. Louis Chapter of BPUSA offers three ways to
honor your child while supporting the good works of
.


Make a
$20.00 donation and your child’s picture will
grace our Homepage and have a link to your
child’s vitual memorial.


For a donation your child’s
picture will appear on the Love Gifts page.

For any of above, insure that your child’s picture and
angel dates are in
database. If not, mail
one to our PO Box or
EMAIL: bpusastl@gmail.com.

art of BPUSA StL’s
commitment to you is to be
the space where our parents
and families communicate.
Printed in your newsletter are articles
to educate and ones that are private
expressions of writers.
We offer their writings only for your
reflection. Sometimes observing nature
or establishing routines signal solace to
the writer. Often they turn to religion or
spirituality for comfort and guidance.

shares these insights not only for
your contemplation but also to acknowledge
our community’s many and rich sources for
strength and hope.  

Newsletter Submissions
Cut off date for
March April
Feburary 15th

Send your submission to:
Newsletter
PO BOX 1115
St. Peters, MO 63376
bpusastl@gmail.com

If sending picturer include a
self addressed stamped envelope
and make checks payable to
Thankyou!

Besides the obvious connection
to Bailey, our other animals have
helped me take responsibility when
I wouldn’t have otherwise. They had
to be cared for. I may not care if I ate
but I sure wasn’t going to let them
go hungry, or without medical care
if they were hurt. They brought a
smile to my face when I thought I
would never smile again. when they
were with me they brought smiles
to the faces of others that would
certainly not have done so if not
for them. It is the perfect example
of the importance of thinking
outside of the box when looking
for alternatives to the traditional
methods of healing.

Speaking of thinking outside of the
box, I was at the national gathering
this past summer listening to the
closing speaker Becky Russell who
gave a wonderful, motivational and
informative speech. Here is what I
found most interesting. She asked
us to think about the three things
in life that we desired the most(not
material things mind you). Now
instead of thinking about what
you need to do to get them, focus
instead on the things currently in
your life that are keeping you from
them. Then work on removing
those things. I thought what a
simple and different way of looking
at it. That has been a helpful exercise
for me lately. I just wish I wouldn’t
have had to wait 8 years to hear it.
The thing I wanted most was to
move forward and the things that
were holding me back were guilt,
questions why and myself.

Guilt. I felt bad if I started feeling
good. It’s like I needed Jeff to tell
me it was OK to feel good, which
he couldn’t do. Not because he
wouldn’t but because I wouldn’t
open my mind to let him. It’s like

him sucker punching me right in
the heart.

Music was and has always been a
big part of our lives. While none
of us were musicians, our lives
had been touched profoundly by
music. For 5 1/2 years I tried and
finally succeeded in chronicling my
son’s life, our journey through grief
Finally I started carrying
and what he meant to those that
Jeff with me in my heart
knew him in a song. I had traveled
from my commode at home to the
and started letting him live
mountains of Colorado where his
through me. I opened up
ashes were spread near a crystal
clear lade at 11,000ft, to northern
that steel tap of a mind I
Arkansas, and back trying to find
had and quit asking
the just-right location to motivate
me, and bring those memories and
myself, “why?’
emotions to the page, In the end
all I ever needed to do was open my
I wanted to ask the question but mind and allow it to happen.
I didn’t really want the answer. I I can’t tell any of you tonight where
mean is this crazy or what, I was your journey through grief will take
like a woman trying on dresses. you, or how long it will take you to
Honey does this grief make my get to the better and brighter place
butt look big. Oh no dear it looks I’m in today. What I can tell you
great. You’re just saying that to be is this, once you break out of your
nice, I’ll try another one. WOW bubble, open your mind and allow
I was losing it. The only one that yourself to heal, you can get to this
didn’t want me to heal was ME!!!
place and beyond.
Finally I started carrying Jeff with
me in my heart and started letting
him live through me. I opened up
that steel tap of a mind I had and
quit asking myself “why?’ Why
no longer mattered: the past was
the past. What mattered was the
future and figuring out how to be
that better person I talked about
when he died. I am his personal
representative now, every day he
sits right her and monitors me 24/7
and I want to make him proud of
who I’ve become. I know he’s right
here because on the rare occasion
that I screw up, the pain I feel is

The song I wrote in memory of my
son Jeff is called “The Other Side”.
A year after I finished writing it, I
believe fate and Jeffrey put me in
touch with an old friend of his from
high school. He is a very talented
musician and singer songwriter
who helped me put melody to the
lyrics. I would like to finish this
afternoon by sharing with you this
special song and its message, which
by the way, is the one word which
sums up this speech and my journey.
HOPE!!!!!!!!!!!

Bereaved Parents USA
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Simply join a
group and your child’s picture will be added to
“Meet Our Children.” In addition, make a
$10.00 donation to submit a one page story that
links to your child’s picture.

big brown eyes,
taking away some of our pain. It’s
as if Jeff is saying, “I ‘m still right
here.”
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we spoke of earlier.
Our personal beliefs and other past
experiences also make a difference.
One of the hardest thins for people
to comprehend, especially the
medical world and spouses, is that
we all heal and grieve differently
after the loss. You can always count
on the medical world to do a study
so they can explain to you how the
body heals itself, which to some
degree they can accomplish. For
instance it’s proven that tears of
grief or emotion actually contain
10 more toxins than the basic tears
and in turn make you feel better.
I’m not certain if it comes out in
the tears or the snot, but I do fell a
little better after a good cry. That’s a
temporary thing. They want to put
all this into stages, timetables, huge
condescending words no one can
understand then write a prescription
list that includes:
Go home and cry 3x daily for the
next 10 months

Argue once a week over nothing
with your spouse, children or anyone
you can find
Under sleep or over sleep regularly
Kick the dog for no reason at all
twice a week
Ignore personal hygiene and overall
appearance indefinitely
Oh and I almost forgot take one
antidepressant pill 2x daily for the
next year and you’ll be cured.
Ok first of all, I hope there are no
doctors here this afternoon,. If
so I apologize: I had a little fun at
your expense. But I think you get
my point. It’s just not that simple.
although, now that I think about it
I have done most of those things.

So maybe there is some merit to it.

Spouses are even more difficult to
figure out. All I can say is be patient
and understanding. Look in the
mirror at how you’ve changed, and
remember that the next time you
find yourself expecting your spouse
to react a particular way. We don’t
want anyone to expect anything of
us right now so why are we trying
to expect anything of them. In case
you’re wondering ....this is where
the arguments over nothing usually
start and that’s OK. It wouldn’t be a
marriage without these. Just try not
to let them turn into more than that.
We already have enough scars, let’s
not create more with hateful works
that neither of us really mean. Try
to give each other the space needed
to heal in our own way. Some of you
may not need much, maybe your heal
better together. Others may need to
take a trip on the Enterprise with
Spock and Captain Kirk. Either way
eventually the feeling that brought
you together in the first place will
bring you back together again.

from the nightmare that had
become my life. I was withdrawing
from the society that kept wanting
to fix me and give me their answers
to my problems, most of them too
busy talking to ever really listen. So
I turned to my dogs and horses to
find the quiet acceptance I craved
and the means to take me where
society could not follow. At one
point I loaded up my horse and
dogs and left for a few days. I called
my wife after I had left, knowing I
may not get much cell service where
I was going. I said to her, “The boys
and I are going away for a while. I
don’t know for how long; I just need
to get away. don’t worry I’ll be back.
I can’t tell you how lucky I feel now,
to realize I have on of the very few
wives who understood enough to
give me the space I needed and said
nothing more than, “OK, I love you.
Please be careful..”

Pet’s don’t feel uncomfortable when
you cry: they don’t try to change the
subject; they don’t judge us when we
ignore or even kick them because
we’re having a bad day. There are no
So how did I get here?
time limits for them; their response
The first and best thing I did , which was always the same with me...quiet
I am still doing today was to turn to acceptance...what a comforting
3 professional l therapists that had change.
been schooled more or less since
birth as healers of the soul. For Bailey has been by my side form
as far back as you can look their day one. My wife and I , as well
ancestors have done the same. Their as some family and close friends
ability to quietly listen and never agree, Jeffrey has visited us through
judge is unparalleled. They accepted him on more than one occasion
me to their group and we became because of the just-right things he
inseparable. Their names were will occasionally do at the just-right
Bailey (my son’s yellow lab), Yeager moments. While all three of our
( my wife’s Australian Sheppard) dogs are there and any one of them
and Buddy (my horse). After my could react, only Bailey will get it
son died I found myself searching and come over to lay that big yellow
for some kind of temporary escape head on our legs and stare right
through to our souls with those

In Memory of

In Memory of

Andrew Schwach

Daniel Kohler
In Memory of

Rosie Umhoefer

“Into a new year, what to expect? .
The need to be strong, .
when so much is wrong.”.
“Into a new year, what to expect?.
The aid of our angel, so true.
With hope for our lives renewal.”
Dad and Mom
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In Memory of

Bill Steiner

Valentine Message

I

send this message to my child
who no longer walks this plane,
a message filled with love
yet also filled with pain.

My heart continues to skip a beat
when I ponder your early death
as I think of times we’ll never share
I must stop to catch my breath.

Valentine’s Day is for those who love
and for those who receive love, too
For a parent the perfect love in life
is the love I’ve given you.

I’m thinking of you this day, my child,
with a sadness that is unspoken
as I mark another Valentine’s Day
with a heart that is forever broken.

Annette Mennen Baldwin, In memory of my son,
Todd Mennen, TCF, Katy, TX

In Memory of

Natalie Mehlman
Love Gifts continued next page

